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Our cover features a Borg 90FL apochro-
matic refractor set up for astrophotography.
Because it is a Borg, the specific telescope
pictured is an assembly of highly-config-
urable modular components. The heart of
this Borg system is a native 90-mm, f/5.6,
500-mm focal length fluorite-lensed objec-
tive assembly with lenses by Canon Optron
of Japan. Frequent contributor Mark
Zaslove used a configuration of the Borg
90FL set up at f/4 to capture the back-
ground image of the M8-M20 (Lagoon and
Trifid nebulae) region of Sagittarius, span-
ning 151 by 225 arcminutes, with a QHY10
CCD camera with an APS-sized sensor.
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Fifteen year ago, I bought my first Dis-
covery telescope, an 8-inch f/5 Newtonian.
The optics were great. The telescope is still
in use on my brother’s ranch in the Texas
Hill Country. A few year later, I purchased
a Discovery 8-inch f/6 Newtonian for my
son for his 21st birthday, and the slower
focal ratio provided virtually coma-free
viewing.

Fast-forward to 2005, when I pur-
chased a Discovery 8-inch f/7 Premium
DHQ Newtonian to use as the main im-
aging instrument in my backyard observa-
tory (Image 1). Although configured as a
Dobsonian, I removed the optical tube as-
sembly and mounted the scope on a Paral-
lax HD150 German equatorial mount
using a set of Parallax tube rings.

The optics were contained inside a
solid Sonotube-like tube with a flat-black
interior finish and a nice glossy-black exte-
rior. This material has very low thermal ex-
pansion and less flexure than Newtonians
made with thin sheet metal tubes. The
four-vane spider, secondary-mirror assem-
bly and primary-mirror cell were much
higher quality than similar components in
then imported 8-inch Newtonians. The
only thing that could have been improved
was the focuser. Back then, the standard fo-
cuser was single-speed 1.25-inch rack-and-
pinion version. Still, I had little difficulty
achieving focus for CCD or DSLR imag-
ing.

Most of my images with this scope
were taken with a Canon 30D DSLR cam-
era or a SBIG ST-2000XCM CCD cam-
era – the focuser handled the weight of
either without flexing. Image 2 is a 55-

minute prime-focus exposure of the Horse-
head Nebula (IC434) taken with the 8-
inch 1422-mm focal length Discovery
telescope. Image 3 is the same configura-
tion with a 25-minute exposure of the Pin-
wheel Galaxy (M33). Both images
demonstrate that high-quality images can
be obtained with a fairly inexpensive 8-
inch Newtonian telescope. At f/7, there is
no hint of coma in the images, and stars all
round out to the edges of the images.

Newtonians are by far much less ex-
pensive to manufacture per inch of aper-
ture than any other telescope design. And
Newtonians with high-quality optics pro-

vide exceptional views and images. I am
partial to f/6 to f/8 Newtonians, since the
longer focal lengths yield higher magnifi-
cation and require smaller secondary mir-
rors, thus less obstruction of light for the
primary. These middle-of-the-road focal ra-
tios are also better for imaging than opti-
cally much-slower Cassegrain and
catadioptric designs.

Discovery still makes the 8-inch f/7
Dobsonian, the smallest aperture in their
Premium DHQ line. They now come with
a quality 2-inch single-speed focuser. Each
scope is also supplied with a 25-mm Plössl
eyepiece, a Telrad finder and tube covers. I

By Dr. James R. Dire

Discovery Telescopes
Premium DHQ 

Newtonian Reflectors

Image 1 - The author previously used this Discovery 8-inch f/7 optical tube assemble in a
roll-off roof observatory.



don’t think there is a finer production 8-
inch Newtonian sold in America!

Recently, I was searching for a perma-
nent telescope for a small domed observa-
tory located on the island of Kauai. My
dome is 10 feet in diameter and has a 24-
inch wide shutter. The dome size is ideal

for a 10- to 12-inch telescope with a small
refractor for guiding.

I contacted Discovery Telescopes to see
if they would make me a 10-inch f/6 opti-
cal tube assembly with a quality 2-inch fo-
cuser. I was happy to find out the standard
focuser was a JMI EV-3. I opted to pay a

little extra and get the JMI EV-1 focuser,
since it was dual-speed, and I could even-
tually motorize it. I own telescopes with
other high-quality name-brand focusers,
but this focuser is one of the nicest one I
have ever used.

I used another set of Parallax tube rings
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Image 2 - IC434, the Horsehead Nebula, taken with a Discovery 
8-inch f/7 Newtonian.

Image 3 - M33, the Pinwheel Galaxy, captured in a 35-minute 
exposure with a Discovery 8-inch f/7 Newtonian.

INTRODUCING THE NEW 1100GTO GERMAN EQUATORIAL MOUNT

• Image Past the Meridian (up to the full 6 hours)

• Through-the-Mount Cabling

• Portability (R.A. & DEC. Axes Separate)

• 0˚ to 78˚ Latitude Range

• Built-in Precision-Adjust Rotating Pier Base

• Keypad and/or Computer Control

• Pre-programmed with PEMPro™

• ASCOM Compatible with Fully Supported Driver

• Operate with 12V Battery

• Ideal for 8” Refractors, 14-16” Cassegrains, Ritchey-Chrétiens and CDKs

www.astro-physics.com


(thanks Joe) to attach the telescope to a
Paramount ME German equatorial drive
(Image 4). The length of the tube was per-
fect, giving me six or more inches of clear-
ance away from anything attached to the
dome (like the lower shutter motor).

First light was on the nearly full Moon
with a 31-mm Tele Vue Nagler eyepiece.
My friend, Tom Ellis, and I both agreed it
was the finest view of the Moon our eyes
have ever seen in a telescope. A week later,
we viewed every Messier object along the
Milky Way between M6 and M27 with a
couple of side trips to M13, M57 and

Omega Centauri. The views were out-
standing. Even with the huge 82-degree
field of view of the 31-mm Nagler, we saw
no hint of coma!

Image 5 shows a close-up view of the
focuser with this behemoth eyepiece. The
focuser only has one setscrew, barely visi-
ble in the image behind the right side of
the eyepiece. But with the compression
ring, it firmly holds this heavy eyepiece and
my SBIG CCD camera!

There is a course-focus knob on the
left and a course/fine combination knob on
the right. The white graduated ring and

brass pointer on the right focus knob make
recording focus points easy for quick eye-
piece changes. The graduated ring also
makes focusing for CCD imaging go much
faster. I also observed no focus shift when
tightening the lock screw.

I did not realize until the telescope ar-
rived that it would have curved vanes hold-
ing the secondary mirror assembly (Image
6). These vanes completely eliminate star
diffraction spikes like those seen in Image
2.

The primary mirror and mirror cell
(Image 7) were not installed in the optical-
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Image 4 - Discovery 10-inch f/6 optical tube
assembly mounted in a small domed obser-
vatory on Kauai. Image 5 - The JMI EV-1 focuser.

www.unihedron.com
www.siriusastroproducts.com


tube assembly during shipping. They were
packaged separately with lots of foam
wrapping in a smaller box inside the box
containing the tube. The primary mirror is
1.5 inches thick and center-marked for
using a collimation tool.

The primary mirror-secondary mirror
separation in the tube was designed so that
most eyepieces will focus within the focuser
drawtube range. However, as I experienced
with my former Discovery 8-inch f/7 tele-
scope, there was not enough back focus for
using a camera. This is a common problem
with larger focal ratio Newtonians.

After measuring the drawtube exten-
sion with the 31-mm eyepiece in focus, I
calculated I would have to move the pri-
mary mirror 1.5 inches closer to the sec-
ondary to have enough back focus for
CCD imaging. So, I drilled new holes for
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Image 6 - Curved secondary vanes on the Discovery 10-inch f/6 telescope.

www.skypointer.net
www.collimator.com
www.hubbleoptics.com


the mirror cell (with it removed, of course)
1.5 inches closer to the secondary. After re-
assembling and collimating the optics, I
had the perfect amount of focuser draw-
tube motion to focus either of the previ-
ously-mentioned cameras. For visual use, I
just install an extender into the focuser be-
fore inserting an eyepiece.

The back of the mirror cell appears in
Image 8. The floatation system is simple
but rugged. There are three large collima-
tion wing nuts, and the springs are heavy-
duty – locking bolts are not required in the
design.

The telescope holds the collimation
quite well. The design provides for ample
airflow behind and around the primary
mirror to facilitate cooling. But since my
dome is not air-conditioned and the inte-
rior temperature typically reaches 90-100
degrees in the late afternoon, I have added
a 12-volt cooling fan behind the mirror
cell. If I open the dome at sunset and start
cooling the mirror, the mirror reaches am-
bient temperature by the end of twilight.

After a quick focus check, I am ready
for imaging before the background sky is
black. With only a 13-degree (Fahrenheit)
average diurnal temperature variation on
Kauai and a 10-degree summer-to-winter
temperature variation (both in average high
and low temperature), I am virtually mak-

ing no adjustments to the focus position
for nightly imaging.

One note of importance is that, due to
the open design of the rear of the OTA, I
have to cover the rear of the tube during
imaging. Even the small amount of red

light from my power strip switches can
ruin an image when incident on the rear of
the mirror. After the mirror is cooled, I just
replace the thick black vinyl tube cover
over the bottom of the tube.

A computer inside the dome controls
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Image 7 - The 10-inch f/6 mirror and mirror cell. The mir-
ror is center marked for using a laser collimation tool.

Image 8 - The primary-mirror collimation wing nuts for the Discovery 10-inch f/6
telescope.

www.catseyecollimation.com


the telescope mount, dome shutters, dome
rotation, and the cameras. When I start an
imaging run, I secure all lights inside the
dome and power down the computer
monitor. I control the computer in the
dome remotely over a LAN from outside
the dome, so the inside of the dome re-
mains dark and vibration free during im-
aging.

Discovery Telescopes have been in
business since 1991. All telescopes and
components are handcrafted in their Cali-
fornia facility – only their eyepieces are im-
ported. They specialize in Newtonian
optics, and their Premium DHQ line has
8-inch f/7, 10-inch f/6, 12.5-inch f/5, and
15-inch and 17.5-inch models that can be
made f/4.2 or f/5. These models can be or-
dered with a split-tube design, meaning the

tube can be disassembled into two pieces
for easier transport. The three largest sizes
mentioned above can be ordered as truss-
tube Dobs, too!

So how does the Discovery 10-inch f/6
PDHQ telescope perform with CCD im-
aging? During my first night of imaging,
the seeing was 2.5 to 3 arc seconds – poor
for our location. So I selected a few targets
that would turn out okay under those con-
ditions.

My first object was the globular cluster
M10 (Image 9). Star clusters in the
Messier Catalog are easier to image than
other deep-space objects, because they are
brighter and require shorter exposures.
This image is a 30-minute exposure using
an SBIG ST-2000XCM single-shot color
CCD camera. The stars are nice and round

all the way out to the edge of the image.
The colors of the stars are deep, ranging
from red to blue, and an uncountable
number of stars are resolved. I even picked
up a couple of faint galaxies at the 5-o’clock
position on the edge of the cluster.

My second object was M97, the Owl
Nebula (Image 10). The combined expo-
sure was three hours using the same CCD
camera. This was the longest exposure I
have taken of M97 and the longest focal
length telescope (1524 mm) I have used to
image it. Besides the normally seen blue
disk with the two “owl” eyes, I was able to
capture the fainter outer ring of the neb-
ula, which contains more red emissions. In
previous imaging of M97 with smaller tel-
escopes, I was able to capture the three
16th-magnitude stars that surround the
Owl’s southern eye. In this image, I was
able to capture two even fainter stars su-
perimposed of the nebula’s northern edge.

Discovery Telescopes makes excellent
Dobsonian telescopes with the finest pro-
duction Newtonian optics made in Amer-
ica. They are excellent for any type of
celestial viewing, and as I have demon-
strated, the Premium DHQ optical tube
assemblies make excellent imaging tele-
scopes at a fraction of the cost of a similar-
sized refractors, or any other reflector
design.
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Image 9 - Thirty-minute exposure of globular star cluster Messier
10 with the Discovery 10-inch f/6 telescope.

Image 10 - Three-hour exposure of the Owl Nebula, M97, taken with
the Discovery 10-inch f/6 telescope.

www.knightware.biz
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